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Minister Gordhan’s presence at the opening 
social event infused the rest of the Winter School 
with his warmth and passionate commitment 
to equality and economic growth. Tweets and 
selfies flew across the internet as the Minister 
circulated among the students, who gave him 
both a celebrity’s welcome and the respect 
due an esteemed public servant. Gordhan’s 
address had been deeply serious: a challenge to 
these young economists to turn their work into 
action—as thinkers and practitioners, and as 
individuals. How does our fascination with data, 
for example, translate into social change that 
deepens democracy? How does our research 
begin to influence day-to-day practice? “Are you 
ready to begin to dedicate yourselves to 20 years 
of hard work as we move into the next era of our 
democracy?” the Minister wanted to know. He 
raised the importance of introducing morality and 
social justice into public economics. And warned 
against the global greed that drives what he called 
“anti-people” choices. He challenged the students 
to consider how the state, the private sector and 
civil society can re-engineer itself to produce 
better economic outcomes, calling for innovative 
thinking to “build on the foundation laid by 
Mandela and Sisulu”. Perhaps the tweet by UCT 
Master’s student Stephanie Craig best captures 
Gordhan’s message: “Politics is nice, but public 
service is where it’s at.”

Among the events and themes that 
generated specific media interest at the 
Winter School, was the opening address by 
Prof Mthuli Ncube, African Development 
Bank vice-president and chief economist 
based in Oxford University’s Blavatnik School 
of Government. Business Day’s Hilary Joffe 
highlighted Ncube’s analysis of the impact 
of extractive institutions on sustainable 
economic growth, and his observation that 
the strong response to state capture in South 

Africa mitigated the dangers of the country 
falling into dysfunction. Joffe also reported 
on Ncube’s observations about South 
Africa’s lack of fully inclusive institutions 
and the still too high cost of doing business 
here. Ncube pointed to the relatively small 
size of the informal sector as an indicator. 
He also commented on the limitations of 
black economic empowerment and called 
for a focus on entrepreneurship.
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Joffe also highlighted Prof Mohammad 
Karaan’s presentation on the role of 
agriculture in a modernising economy. This 
was picked up by Lameez Omarjee, writing 
for Fin24. “Countries that tax agricultural 
sectors are normally poor. Countries that 
subsidise the agricultural sector are normally 
rich,” is how Omarjee opens his coverage. 

In another Fin24 article, Omarjee explores 
Dr Adam Wagstaff’s presentation on 
various country-specific methods for 
achieving universal healthcare coverage. 
Wagstaff is research manager of the human 
development and public services team at 
the World Bank’s Development Research 
Group. Omarjee summarises Wagstaff’s 
presentation, and notes that according to 

Karaan, a national planning commissioner 
and Stellenbosch University professor, 
shared evidence against the common view 
that does not favour agriculture as a future 
development path. Omarjee also reports on 
Karaan’s point that a country’s future must 
be planned to include surplus factors of 
production such as labour. 

Wagstaff “South Africa is unique in that 
the private sector provides what a social 
security system in other countries would 
provide.”

Find more media coverage  
of the Winter School at 
https://www.gtac.gov.za/publiceconomics

AGRICULTURE AS A DEVELOPMENT PATH

UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE COVERAGE
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Star students and accessible government officials
“For us, as the organising team, the holistic picture is important,” says Marié Kirsten. “We 
measure the success of the Winter School not so much by looking at a specific part—such 
as the excellent speakers, or the accommodating venue, or the Minister’s amazing presence 
and contribution at the cocktail evening—but by knowing that the whole was bigger than 
the sum of all these contributing parts.” 

Nevertheless, the team’s reflections demonstrate that the part played by the students 
themselves was central. Tania Ajam was impressed by their commitment to practical 
public economics problems, and by the depth of their engagement and the quality of their 
questions. “I was surprised by the ease and confidence with which the students (especially 
the women) expressed themselves, and their willingness to speak in public as rapporteurs 
to the plenary. When I was a student, I lacked that kind of self-confidence,” she says. “The 
students’ commitment to attending an inaugural event during their holidays was impressive,” 
says Sanitha Naidoo. GTAC received 193 applications from all South African universities, and 
88 students made it through the selection process. Sanitha attributes the interest to the 
aspirational brand that GTAC has created. And critical to this is that the Winter School was 
publicly supported by senior officials of the National Treasury (including the Minister of 
Finance), the DTI and SARS, and by leading local and international academics. “We ended 
up with over 50 expert speakers on the programme,” says Sanitha. “This number, and the 
variety, exceeded my expectations.”

Students eagerly used every opportunity to question senior Treasury officials about 
working in government. “We have so many role models,” says Sanitha. “Encountering these 
committed, dedicated officials in the flesh changed students’ perspective on beginning their 
professional careers in government, and enlightened them about the moral and economic 
decisions that Treasury officials are faced with daily.” In addition to the student-official 
engagement, the Winter School also provided a platform for government departments 
to engage and collaborate with each other in a learning environment, Sanitha points 
out. “Public economics is a complex field,” says Andrew Donaldson. “There are competing 
theories about public goods and regulatory economics; there are political and institutional 
dimensions to consider; and policy reform takes time. It is a privilege to be able to engage 
with the young men and women for whom the choices we confront now will matter thirty 
and forty years ahead.”

Embedding learning and building partnerships
For 2017, Tania would like to see an exciting set of themes that will allow GTAC to work with 
a different set of university partners. She would also like to see more networking with public 
economics researchers and teachers, with a view to integrating the Winter School into their 
teaching curriculums. Sanitha adds: “Our longer term objective is for the Winter School 
curriculum to become an accredited module in Honours Economics  programmes in partner 
universities.” Andrew takes it further: “Public economics programmes and curriculums are 
under scrutiny in many parts of the world. In thinking about next year’s Winter School and 
our partnerships with universities, we have a special opportunity to pilot new ideas and 
better ways of teaching—not just to meet our own needs but as part of wider review of the 
discipline.”

During the Winter School itself, Sanitha would like to take learning “from the classroom 
to the boardroom” through setting practical, possibly overnight, projects and supporting 
syndicate projects at the end of the Winter School week. “In this way, students are more 
likely to embed some of their high level learning and the challenges facing an economist 
in government,” says Sanitha.  “The students and younger Treasury staff want to learn about 
applying their skills in the real world,” Marié says. “We need more roundtable discussions, led 
by students, with National Treasury staff contributing, and some discussions with Treasury 
staff leading. In other words, less academic and more pragmatic, maybe focusing on a 
slightly more senior student population.” In addition, Sanitha notes that the students keenly 
appreciated the opportunity to network with their peers and academics from their own and 
other universities: “I think that we should provide more time for networking and socialising,” 
she said.

Sanitha is confident that, with the wide exposure the 2016 Winter School has enjoyed and 
the ongoing flow of support from Treasury, academics and students, the Winter School will 
only grow its excellence and increase its aspirational value, and that anticipation for 2017 is 
high. “We achieved much more than what we planned for,” says Marié. Which surely augurs 
well for the future.

Envisioning the 2017 Winter School and beyond
Reflections from the 2016 organising team
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The Winter School provided students 
with a choice between three themes: tax 
policy and design, industrial economic 
competitiveness, and health reform and 
social security policy. Though some students 
have since let us know that they would have 
liked to be able to move between themes, 
the value of being immersed in just one 
is reflected in the quality of the students’ 
final Winter School engagement: their 
themed presentations to National Treasury’s 
DDGs on key policy issues and research 
gaps. We are pleased to see that Minister 
Gordhan’s call to bring social justice into 
public economics is evident across the 
presentations. 

The benefits to the poor of taxes 
vs government expenditure
While indirect taxes contribute revenue, 
they can often be regressive and lead to 
inflation, the students told Treasury. And 
while zero rating VAT is intended to reduce 
the cost of basic foodstuffs to benefit the 
poor, this policy has not been properly 
targeted, benefitting as it does both the 

IF I WERE THE 
MINISTER OF FINANCE …

• To what extent can Treasury promote  
 integration between government  
 departments?

• How can government incentivise   
 relevant skills in the correct sectors  
 and address the distorted returns to  
 skills curve?

Research questions for effective 
industrial competitiveness 
policy making

In addition, industrial competitiveness policy making will benefit from firm level output-
based metrics in decision making, and finding new and innovative sources of data.

rich and the poor. Linked was their case for 
and against a sugar tax, which suggested 
that job losses and the impact on low 
income groups override the benefits of 
such a tax. (And further, that tax is not 
the best policy intervention for reducing 
sugar consumption.) Perhaps the poor 
benefit more from targeted government 
expenditure, for instance on social grants, 
was the question the students left Treasury 
with.

The complexities  
of policy making  
for industrial competitiveness
Treasury will be advised to pursue multiple 
policy objectives that simultaneously 
address structural faults in the economy, 
the students said. The best policy has 
intragovernmental coherence and 
programme alignment. In addition, 
industrial policy is not made behind desks. 
“Get out there and visit factory floors,” was 
their injunction to researchers and policy 
makers alike

• How do we determine the correct  
 point in time, empirically, to move   
 support from one infant industry  
 to another?

• What might South Africa’s global   
 competitive advantage be, since we  
 can’t compete on price or   
 sophistication?

• Where is our ideal place in the value  
 chains and how we can begin to  
 move towards more sophisticated  
 value-added activities?

Information is the key to
transforming healthcare
Among other numbers, the students 
reminded us that in 2014 Stats SA found 
that 20.2% of South Africans live in 
extreme poverty and 45.5% in moderate 
poverty. Policy strategies the students 
put forward for transforming healthcare 
included strengthening the hand of 
the user, focusing on equity, promoting 
public-private partnerships, and increasing 
accuracy and safety in healthcare services. 
To build the capacity to improve the quality 
of healthcare services, evidence-based 
practice and innovation were top of the 
list, which will be supported by investing 

GTAC News, November
A further boost to partnerships between GTAC and its academic and research 
associates will be provided by GTAC’s first intake of Economics Honours graduates 
for GTAC’s two-year, full-time Master’s bursary, which will be reported on in the 
November GTAC News.

in information systems that measure 
quality improvement. Naturally, universal 
healthcare coverage came under scrutiny, 
and the students advised Treasury not to 
hurry through the planning phase and 
to implement the lessons from the pilot 
phase as the scheme expands. They also 
reminded us of the role of political will in 
an undertaking such as this. Regarding 
private medical aid schemes, the lack of 
accurate information on value for money 
was highlighted, with the suggestion to 
create a regulatory framework with built-in 
incentives to generate information.

The full presentations are available at
https://www.gtac.gov.za/publiceconomics
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BRILLIANT, FANTASTIC, GREAT
We asked students to reflect on their Winter 
School experience—what worked and what 
could be improved. We received fabulous 
feedback. Frank, thorough and practical, we 
can implement much of their guidance in 
the design of the 2017 Winter School. Almost 
all the students told us that they wanted to 
engage with each other in the evenings. This 
networking and exchange is one of the many 
unique values of the Winter School, and we will 
make sure we facilitate it next year. 

“The quality of speakers and their 
knowledge was mind-blowing. I walk 
away feeling challenged and motivated. 
South Africa has come a long way but 
there is more that needs to be done, 
and I would like to be one of those in the 
forefront that brings those solutions and 
innovative policy for our country.”.

“The range and variety of presenters was 
excellent, and this should be prioritised 
again. The content might have been 
pitched above the average varsity 
student level? It certainly was well 
pitched for people already working in 
public policy.” 

“My eyes where glued to the health 
reform presentation on day 5. It was 
interesting and insightful. I’m even 
considering doing a Master’s in Health 
Economics now.”

“Please give us at least one free 
afternoon. We felt sad that we didn’t 
have time to see any place in Pretoria—
especially the Union Buildings!”

“Brilliant, fantastic, great.”

“We wished there was a venue like a 
lounge at our accommodation so we 
didn’t have to sit in our rooms all night 
but could interact and discuss the day.” 

“The speakers were amazing. However 
more female representation is required 
on the panels and among the speakers.”

“How about supervising student 
rapporteurs to write a journal paper? 
They would need resource support. 
Their paper could be shared with the 
upcoming Winter School group.”

“Sharing accommodation was a bit 
challenging, because you stay with a 
total stranger. This person doesn’t know 
or respect your allergies, that kind of 
thing.”

“We needed an outside activity, like a 
visit to the Reserve Bank or something. 
It is draining and overwhelming to work 
so continuously for the whole week.”

“The different themes could have had a 
debate.”

“The group work has helped me to be 
a more creative thinker and to see the 
world differently. For the better.”

“The speakers were so willing to interact 
with us students, but too little time was 
allocated to group work.”

“I didn’t like having experts and senior 
students together with Honours 
students. They could interpret the 
sessions on a higher level, and would 
discuss and question things that we 
didn’t understand or feel to be relevant. 
The Honours students felt intimidated. 
We couldn’t ask questions or request 
examples without feeling we may be 
slowing down the group.”

“The themes need to be more interactive.” 

“Would it be possible for all students to 
participate in all the themes?”

“I would have liked more on public 
service—the ethical issues of public 
economics, the intentions of political 
structures, how policy works and the 
role of economic intelligence within 
that. And something about the history 
of public economics in South Africa: key 
architects and strategies.”

“The speakers were clear about the 
problems we are facing in South Africa, 
but I wished to be taught the possible 
solutions for the way forward.” 

“I would have liked more interactive 
learning, more solution-driven content 
and less dwelling on theory. If diverse 
voices were to be included in the 
school, we could have a solution-driven 
discussion.”

“Next time, can you get speakers who do 
policy and implementation to stimulate 
debates? Theory alone is not enough. 
Experience matters.”

On contributing to South Africa

On the value the students 
brought each other

On being a visitor

And in general

On the themed structure

On the learning environment
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